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A Great Paper, Very Intriguing Results

• Positive association between IPO passing rate and PM2.5 on the date
of decision, in China

• Air pollution negatively affects the productivity of approval decision-makers

• I appreciate the efforts in showing support to the authors’ argument

• Especially when I also have a “Polluted something” in my research 
repertoire



But I have some a question …
• I can OK that bad air can potentially make people makes mistakes.
• But, why the mistakes would have to be directional?

• They can approve bad IPOs
• They can also reject good IPOs
• Then why they approval overall more IPOs on bad air days

• Dong, Fisman, Wang, Xu (JFE, 2021) 
• More pessimistic forecasts
• But, here, approvers are more optimistic by approving more IPOs.

• Hu, Li and Lin (2014)
• Stock price is lower when Shanghai and Shenzhen’s PM2.5 is higher that in Beijing

• PM2.5 is not that severe in China now.
• Those pictures are rather old.

• I do not agree with the authors’ story.



This should be a bias story, not a mistake 
story that is due to impaired mental capacity. 



Another question

• The committee members should be equally affected by PM2.5 days or 
hours before the meeting.

• not just during work hour, on the decision day.
• IPOs take years to approve, and follow a certain formula

• Why did not the approving authority install air purifiers or filters?
• the stake is high and IPOs are luxury goods in China

• they may already have it.
• the committee members do not work in the open.



Now, is the haze really a bad thing?

• Let’s look at a longer history of China



Asian Monsoon, Dynasties and Dust-storm
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Monsoon, precipitation, economy, population 
and dust-storm
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This can be enhanced by fewer conflicts with 
northern nomads when there is plenty of 
Asian monsoon --- a more prosperous Han 
society that moved further north
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conflict

draught



less conflicts

• Han people settled more to the north
• creating more cities
• increasing agricultural land
• increasing population
• creating more dust storms --- pollution
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Ancient China

strong economy, 
more dust

weak economy, 
less dust



Present China

strong economy, higher PM2.5

weak economy, lower PM2.5
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• Even though committee members’ critical thinking is potentially 
negatively affected (though it should be non-directional) by PM2.5, 
they are buoyed by a better economic prospect due to high PM2.5.

• This would be an alternative story and I wonder if the authors can 
consider it. 



Therefore, PM2.5 indicates a vibrant 
economy.
That is why more IPOs are approved on high PM2.5 days.

IPO offer prices (even though they follow a government-imposed 
formula) may also be higher on high PM2.5 days due to this buoyancy –
leading to worse long-term performance in reversal. 

When the prospects look good, there is no need to ask more questions 
or more complex questions.



All additional test results can be explained by 
this story
• polluting versus green industries

• with high PM2.5, green industries have even better prospects
• complexity of review questions

• seeing high PM2.5 and better economic prospects, no need to ask difficult questions
• Beijing versus non-Beijing residents

• non-local members can come from even more polluted places.
• non-local members awed by China’s imperial history even more

• age
• “old gingers are spicier” --- they know history and its implications

• before appointment
• now you are saying that by thinking hard they can overcome pollution
• re-appointment is a complex process in China



Further, it is important to include COVID-19 
period …
• meetings must be held online and committee members are not 

mentally affected by Beijing PM2.5 at the location of the meeting. 



there might be a regime change …

• Chinese president’s “verdant  hills, clear water” versus “gold hills and 
silver hills” talk on environmental protection around 2015, 2016?



Overall

It is a great and interesting paper.

No need to pay attention to my comments. 

Best of luck with publishing it. 
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